
This profound, personal account of a devoted mother trying to find solutions to help her primordially

wounded daughter illustrates the lack of understanding of wounds inflicted in-utero and a surprisingly

ambivalent mental health and educational system that allows so many children to fall through the cracks.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2010

New Dreams Beget Hope

This weekend was Yom Kippur, the highest Jewish holiday of the year. Every year

it begins on sundown a week from the start of the new Jewish year and ends the

following sundown, with a 25 hour fast in between. The fast is broken with the

sound of the shofar, a rams horn that when blown correctly can be heard for

blocks, and of course, a smorgasbord of delightful food.

There are no hard and fast rules about the fast, but kids, elderly, pregnant and the

infirmed don’t usually fast, while healthy adults make up the bulk of those that do.

Usually, I give in around hour 19 or so, but this year, thanks to the resolve to

honestly review and repent for my wrongdoings over the last 12 months I made it

to hour 23.

When you think about it, the fasting is surely tempting to skip, as is the self

indulgent introspection, but not for me, not this year. This year, it seemed to me

that the pain of my empty stomach was in keeping with the pain in my

overflowing, albeit broken heart.

I took part in online Jewish services and the sermons and services were insightful

beyond any others I have ever experienced. Yom Kippur is about acknowledging

our weaknesses as human beings, and admitting we are not perfect. On this day,

we take the time to think about our regrets, our disappointments, our shame and

our anger with a driving motivation to make change in our lives for the coming

year.

I find that this simple method of charting the course of the future through

introspection of the past is one I do well. The words I spoke in anger and

frustration and sheer exhaustion this year play over in my mind often, but on this

day it is balanced with a certain humility and acceptance. No matter how devout

and focused I was to be the perfect mother of my dreams, the journey to realizing

that was hardly ever direct nor guaranteed.

I have apologized to everyone in the house for anything I might have done or said

to hurt them but I have been tearful all day, harboring pain at the inability to speak

to Ellie and tell her how sorry I am for any way my words or actions might have

hurt her this year. Assessing and reassessing every regret I had was a difficult

way to spend 25 hours, but I know it was part of the process of grieving the loss

of the dream I held for so long. More importantly, it gave me perspective to the

realization that I am only human and I did the best I could.

Knowingly, I had dreams that were not realized, but I need to accept that the

process of letting go of those dreams and adjusting and reinventing new dreams

is not indulgent. It is life, because somehow unless we are painfully honest with

ourselves about the end of one dream as we had envisioned it, we do not have

the true motivation to be committed to changing and dreaming a new one. It is a
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the true motivation to be committed to changing and dreaming a new one. It is a

new year. The gate is open and my life is waiting to be lived again with courage

and tenacity. Oh, and maybe a new dream or two.

L'Shana Tova. May we all begin the this new year with peace and blessings in our

hearts.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2010

Is it possible to love a child too much?

Can there be such a thing as loving a child too much? Can someone take on a

role larger than life like parenting and not completely dedicate themselves to it as

though it were the lead in a Broadway show?

Oh G-d, outside of all the trauma and the screaming (which I don't miss one bit) I

can't tell you all how much I miss my daughter. I miss her face, her voice, her little

'isms. I love her. I have always loved her. My foundation was shaken by my

complete and utter inability to soothe her and provide a beautiful childhood for her,

but it is in no way because I did not love her enough.

I'm certain she didn't understand the depth of my love, nor did she appreciate it,

given her attachment disorder (not to mention her organic brain damage and

bipolarity) but that never stopped me from loving her as though she were of my

own flesh from the moment she lay shaking so small in my big arms. My huge

love must have been suffocating for her,as always trying to help her meant I was

in the picture all the time. I was always there for her to align with the pain she

experienced over and over in the challenging reality of her life.

The odd thing about attachment disorder is that while she was stingy with me and

those in our family, she offered the loving behavior to strangers and outsiders.

She gave it freely to people who didn't have everything in their hearts at stake if

she chose to hold back from them. The ultimate irony (though I can't say I much

believe in irony anymore) is of course, because they didn't work for it, they got it.

For years all I did was try to comfort her and care for her with dwindling hope for

reciprocation, while teachers and those with whom a relationship was based

upon a short-term "non-parental role" received unconditional love, hugs and

affection.

This leaves me wondering how I could have done things differently or

better...which is something I think of often when the weight of having had to

assign her care to a guardian hits me like a hard slap on a cold, wet cheek. I

guess I could have loved her less or differently but even knowing how the story

turned out, I don't think I could have pulled off playing that supporting role in her

story.

Like they were yesterday, I remember the moments in the hospital, right after her

birth, and into the years when colic replaced any hope I had for realizing an

uninterrupted night's sleep or a day without screaming. I loved her so much I

would try anything to help her. And when her days were marred with

psychological pain, I felt the heartbreak of knowing I could hold her hand and be

there, but that I couldn't make the demons in her head go away. I am her mother. I

love her like a mother loves their child. It's the only thing I know to do and the only

way I knew how to be with her.

She is in a good place. She is successful in a setting where I am not loving her so

openly and so intensely and where there are no reminders of the assumed
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attachments that beget from a decision a now-deceased birthmother made in

choosing me as her forever mother.

So I guess in being her forever mother, part of her forever family, this depth of

loving was right, even though it eventually pushed her so far away she could not

look back. And no, no matter how I turn this one over in my head, I don't think I

love her too much. I think I love her just

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2010

There was no room before

The late summer, early fall breeze is blowing in my window tonight.

Sad, but trueKfor the last 7 years, given all of Ellie’s allergies and the necessity to

keep the air in the house at a consistent level of “conditioning” the only time the

outdoors had a chance to come inside was either on the dog’s feet or when we

opened the door to the garage to come in or go out.

So much has changed. So much that wasn’t allowed to be there in our old life

feels foreign but wonderful now.

So, the window is open and the cicadas are singing and the wind is blowing and

the acorns are falling and the air is fresh and it all washes over me like the waves

at the beach and yes, I am grateful for the moments no matter how vicarious they

might still feel.

Last night, Jonah cried at the foot of our bed as he allowed himself the suffering of

existential angst. “Tell me more about death,” he said. “Will life go on as usual but

I will just not be able to see or hear it?” He had a look of horror on his face until we

explained different schools of thought based on multiple religious foundations on

the afterlife, spirituality, the physical plane and G-d’s part in it all.

The thing is, there was no room for this before. There was no room for Jonah to

have a need, so deep and emotional, that he needed consoling by us at bedtime.

In the space that Ellie’s absence has left, he has found a larger existence, one

that comes with all the acoutrements of fears and wonderment and joy and

sadness. The breeze from outside the trauma laden home we once lived in blows

through his mind and with it comes new thoughts and self induced questioning

and it is 3-dimensional and real.

Today, Talia felt the freedom to garden and cook and help around the house

without the judgmental claims that she wasn’t doing it right, or wasn’t old enough

or big enough to offer something of value. She felt confident and helpful and whole

as the late summer breezes tickled past her nose. “It will be a delightful evening

for sure mama” she promised as she helped me ready dinner for friends who

would not have been able to come over if the usual traumas of the house were on

tap. These are the sound bytes that make my heart go pitter patter and I have very

little memory of these before the “quiet”.

The new life is only 92 days old. The patterns of the old way fall away slowlyKlike

remembering I can open the windows now and that the children can have the

space to grow and experience their own childhood struggles and successes

gently. Like a clear sky finding itself with a few stray clouds towards the end of a

beautiful day, the change is subtle but is happening. Morphing, as a close friend

suggested. Yes, we are morphing into a new life but it is not without wishing we

could have gotten to this without taking another path. It has been a long journey
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and the number of days passed will never change the way we feel about either of

our livesKold or new, wonderful and foreign, empty but full.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 2010
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The Prepositions of Parenting Ellie

in 

Struggling in the waiting room.

Struggling in the grocery line.

Struggling in the doorway.

Struggling in the closet.

Struggling in the car.

Struggling in the parking lot.

at

Struggling at the hospital.

Struggling at school.

Struggling at dance class.

Struggling at the horse farm.

Struggling at a birthday party.

Struggling at home.

with

Struggling with the seat belt.

Struggling with the clothes.

Struggling with bathtime.

Struggling with mealtime.

Struggling with playtime.

Struggling with TV time.

Struggling with reading time.

Struggling with bedtime.

Struggling with letting go.

to

Struggling to understand.

Struggling to appreciate.

Struggling to empathize.

Struggling to translate.

but

Struggling but loving.

Struggling but appreciating.

Struggling but trying.

Struggling but committed.

Struggling but accepting.

within

Struggling within.

without

Struggling without.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 31, 2010

Dancing with Butterflies

Another hellatious late summer morning had me running in nearly 90 degree

weather and what felt like at least 75% humidity. The beautiful breeze that
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bounced off the leaves in the shade felt like it was laughing at itself in the sun and

so I continued in my dedicated exercise huffing and puffing like an aged wolf in

front of a straw shack.

I put my head down and tried to gain momentum against the sun beating on my

back by swinging my arms higher and almost stomping my feet to move the

gravel beneath them when I realized I was surrounded by butterflies.

Butterflies of every color and size, swept in towards me from the fields of sweet

weeds and wildflowers and were now playing chinese jumprope with me. I

danced. I danced so as not to upset their somewhat choreographed effort to get

under my feet. I must have looked pretty damned foolish from behind, having just

passed others walking on the same path, but I continued to find myself dancing

around them for the better part of a mile. I looked back and noted that no one else

was having this somewhat surreal experience. It was as though they were guiding

me and only me.

I looked inside for a reason I would be dancing with butterflies today. I do this a lot

more now that I live in the quiet without the trauma. Sometimes I do it just to come

into a balance with the silence itself. Sometimes I hear a message, and

sometimes I hear myself asking for a message. Sometimes I just enjoy the

catalyst and laugh quietly as I enjoy whatever it was that made me search deeper.

I could relate everything to Ellie if I tried and a part of me wants to try. Not that

there are days when I don't think of her a lot, but there are some days when I don't

find myself needing to assess the messages as they relate to her. Some days I

can just enjoy G-d's little winks for what they are.

When Ellie first left, I figured out that I thought about her about 32 times every

hour, nearly 24 hours a day if you count all the nightmares I had about losing her.

It's not so much that the number of times I am reminded of her or think of her has

waned, it's the intensity of the pain that is associated with it that has been

tempered by time's passing. Still, the short number of journeys from day to night

that I have experienced since she left have been punctuated by acceptance and

that has helped me to begin living life more in the NOW than in the THEN.

Ellie in my life has forever changed the way I look at everything - and today when I

danced with those butterflies I was reminded how that is indeed the case. By

knowing Ellie, I came to know and truly understand how aware I must be to

others, how while I must stay alert to the needs of others I must not lose sight of

my own needs (in this case, to keep from tripping over my own shoes while I tried

not to step on any of the butterflies). The whole experience DID remind me of

parenting, and I had a melancholy moment as I remembered parenting Ellie was

also a dance, though more like one around shards of broken glass, but then that

passed and I just accepted the moment and continued on in the sweltering heat

still quietly wondering why those butterflies had chosen to dance with me.

MONDAY, AUGUST 30, 2010

Ellie-less

It's August 30th today. The first day of school for the kids

and the day I run around coordinating their extracurricular

activities. From tap shoes to shin guards, I am reminded

that Autumn will soon be nipping at my heels.
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Annually, I write about the fall and about how much a part of

my natural rhythm it is and how truly glorious it is in the

woods around our home during the months between summer and winter.

Not that I don't love my house in the woods during all the other seasons...wait, I'm

not being totally straightforward there. This summer, the mosquitoes were so bad

that I couldn't step outside without looking like I was doing some crazy simon

says "slap yourself silly from head to toe" dance. This past spring, the poison ivy

was so relentless it crept into nearly flower bed I had cultivated in years past

leaving me itching and them to grow wildly into jungles while I watched safely from

the windows inside. Last winter, the birds misjudged their reflections in the huge

windows and slammed into them leaving trails of their collision on the window to

their snowy graves below. But, ahhhh, the fall. No more poison, no more

mosquitoes and with the change in the sun's direction, even the birds fly smarter.

Now I know it's not fall yet...and since it is nearly 90 degrees today it seems a

rather odd blog to be posting, but the wind is blowing from the southwest today

and the leaves, though premature, are falling in that windswept way that reminds

me that soon I will be apple picking and gazing at a spectacle of reds, oranges

and yellows outside the window of my little house in the woods.

I, like those, who remember their childhoods with a faint whiff of clover in a dewy

field, remember Autumns of recent years and am especially sombered to think of

how it affected Ellie.

Whether it was the purely figurative transition from summer to fall, the climate

shift, the fewer number of daylit hours, or the stress of starting another year in

school, as soon as those winds kicked in, Ellie was ill at ease in her skin. All the

corn mazes and apple picking in the world couldn't help her enjoy the season I

just want to dance through. It didn't just happen overnight either. It was almost as

if the process of the season's evolution created a sort of orchestral finale for

her...the past four years leading her to a hospitalization of extended length just

before the winter solstice.

Autumn in the midwest, like that of my childhood in New England is so robust and

colorful and smells so deeply earthen that I had a hard time imagining anyone not

wanting to celebrate every red, orange and yellow second of it. The shortening

days only making the colors that much more vibrant during the hours one is out

and about to see the extraordinary show of mother nature's artistic brush. Year

after year I held my breath through Ellie's difficulty with all of it, never quite

understanding why and still holding hope that someday she would come to love it

and all of the cycles it stands for that I do. But alas, it was not to happen.

Last year, I thought perhaps in some way, we had escaped our annual journey to

the psych ward mecca, but it just came later in November. The week we

celebrated Thanksgiving and the harvest. It was a particularly dark and difficult

year for Ellie and the series of hospitalizations that followed last fall's broke my

heart. I can't say I have had the opportunity to inhale and really enjoy the season I

so embrace for all of its meaning, myth and beauty in many, many years. So it is

a bittersweet thought that crossed my mind today after seeing the leaves fly in

that fantastic swirl, reminding me that autumn will soon be here. This year, I will

have the opportunity to really experience it and not just the waning effects of the

changing leaves from the 14th floor window of a hospital room. Bittersweet

indeed...Ellie-less. I guess many of life's joys will feel that way...this year. Beautiful

and enjoyable, but somewhat vacant...missing something integral to feeling whole

but not to being alive.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 17, 2010

Amputee Family

Family meetings...our therapist suggested them about three weeks ago. With

nothing other than the weather to discuss, we didn't find them to be of much

necessity, especially with our weekly camping trips and game nights watering our

family, like a seedling, with togetherness. But tonight I stopped at the mailbox on

the way home with a car full of supplies for a week's captivity in the house in

preparation for Tali's impending surgery. In the mail, I saw the envelope, the one

from Washington with pictures and letters. The one we thought was coming

weeks ago, dealt with the fact that it was never coming when we were told the

therapists said no, then was surprised to see it had arrived. We had been

forewarned it would be full of painful words from Ellie. Deep sigh. It sure didn't

disappoint.

So, our first formal family meeting was to deliver the news that our daughter and

our children's sister is now calling us by our first names and calling herself by her

third party guardian's last name. She writes us, Dear Family...and asks about the

dog but not about the siblings who loved her unconditionally no matter how she

parlayed her rage and trauma on them. She wrote that she wanted to stay there

forever, wanted to be one of them, and in one letter that she didn't love me

specifically. This was not news to me but sure felt like a slap with a hard wet hand

on a freezing cold day.

How my heart ached as the tears fell like stones from Tali's eyes. She holds Ellie

in her heart as her best friend. The pictures with her new sibs and all her new

friends fell through Tali's fingers like sand in an hourglass. I had splayed them on

the leather footrest in front of us all, and she just kept getting up and fingering

them, as though somewhere she would see some secret message. Jonah

wouldn't touch them, but when Talia blocked his view he forcefully asked her to

move. My throat felt like it was going to close when Jonah expressed his sadness

to her not even recognizing either one of them in her letters.

The photos came in a package with letters both from her in her hand and from a

few people from their community who had been asked their "third party" opinion

on how Ellie is doing in Washington. For someone who became a serious

documenter over the years with the best intentions and hopes to get her all the

services that proof from professionals would potentially get us, the letters were

not as formal as I had hoped for, but they certainly spoke to the facts.

Ellie has attachment disorder. The percentages of kids with FASDs who suffer

from RAD (Reactive Attachment Disorder) are in the high double digits. She never

bonded to me and as much as I look at and handle all of the "I love you Mama"

trivets and candlesticks and cards and pictures and paintings she made me over

the years, I cannot conceive that she ever loved me. But to that end, does she

and will she ever really know what love, as we define it is. Again I am reminded of

what our therapist has said to me time and time again, "Lori, your perception of

love is most certainly different from hers. All those years that you made sure to

kiss her goodnight, even on the most traumatic of days, probably felt like sliding

down a razor blade into a pool of alcohol for her."

Perhaps hers is a love story with the family we found for her in Washington.

Perhaps her future there is as bright and positive as I would have wished it to be

here. It appears, at least in the short term, that is the case.
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All the therapy in the world can't take away the broken hearts the kids feel in Ellie

rejecting our family so indignantly though, so in addition to all the childhood hurts

that are coming up for me I am left to mop up the tears and reinvent our lives as a

family of four. Like an amputee, we still feel the missing leg and probably will for a

lifetime. She was a daughter and sister, a granddaughter and niece, a cousin and

neighbor. All phantom limbs felt by us or someone close to us in our world as an

amputee family.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11, 2010

Tales from the Couch

"That which offends you only weakens you. Being offended creates the same

destructive energy that offended you in the first place- so transcend your ego and

stay in peace." - Dr. Wayne Dyer

It doesn't mean I don't cry...Who are you and how is it that you feel you know me

well enough to even try to weaken me with your name calling? I will take no

offense at your words and lay my defenses down like a sword on a stone. I am in

a place of strength, but it doesn't mean I won't still cry.

Staying in peace...I adopted with only the intention to love a child whose mother

could not provide that mother-love. I don't even know what it feels like to be ill-

intentioned or selfish when it comes to my mothering. My only intentions were

those from G-d to provide a loving home and family and give my children

everything I only imagined in my own childhood.

Too Dangerous to Consider the Possibilities... It never crossed my mind to

compare my relationship with Ellie to the relationships I shared with the other

children. It just felt too dangerous and in some way, immoral. I mean, I'm me. I'm

Mama. Consistently Mama. G-d forbid I come to the realization that I treated them

or loved them any differently. It never occurred to me that I might discover it was

not a matter of my own foibles, but instead, how they, in particular how she

responded. I didn't even flirt with the concept of comparing the two experiences or

outcomes until a professional suggested it was the means to understanding my

own grief.

An unrequited love... But on the couch it was clear. Crystal clear. I was forced to

look at it for what really happened from the first moments I knew her sans the

bullshit of not wanting to compare the experience of biological vs. adoptive

motherhood. The fact was, she did not bond to me in the hours and days after

she was handed to me like the other children. She never found any comfort in my

touch, my voice, or any of my attempts to soothe her. I loved them all the same

but the other two responded to what I gave them, my mother-love, and engaged in

a trusting relationship with me. She did not. She never engaged in a true

relationship with me. She never reciprocated. So, I kept giving her love and living

with the non-relationship we had, haunted by the ghosts of my own childhood

telling me it was all I deserved. And in that commitment to our one-sided love

affair, I kept her alive for 7 tumultuous years and hadn't ever really been honest

with myself that I never actually had a relationship with her.

It all came to me today, on the couch, as I continue to work intensely on letting go

and processing the loss of her unrequited love. Indeed, I sacrificed much but I

have no regrets for the lessons I learned are unprecedented and the depth of loss

and grief I feel at her absence merely puts those lessons into perspective.
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I know who I am and in that, I will find my peace... I am a woman who loved a

difficult child unconditionally and devoted every hour of every day towards

providing the happiest childhood I could for her interminably depressed and

rageful soul. I am graced that she is in a better place and in remission and

gloriously functional. I am confused that it took leaving this loving home to be

there. I am not the cause nor am I the effect. I am only a woman who kept her

alive and loved her as though she were of my own womb from the moment she

was put into my hands at 4 hours old. Realizing now, that even in those first

moments she was as inconsolable as her last moments is a revelation of the

smallest detail and the greatest heights. Simply put, she is my daughter but I was

never her mother.

THURSDAY, JULY 29, 2010
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53 Journeys around the Sun

Tears streaming down my face

realizing in you, a daughter I'll never replace

2 miles in on a gravelly path

it all seems to boil down to simple math

It's been 53 trips around the sun

since you left fearless, your school year done

While there's room for intense drama on a stage

we all needed a break from the trauma and the rage

These 53 trips around the sun

gave me time to listen to the refrigerator hum

There's been time for Talia to make her own choice

and there's been time for Jonah to hear his own voice

Space to feel where you were and where you are no longer

and pray that we all can and will grow stronger

53 journeys around the sun

MONDAY, JULY 26, 2010

There are no hard and fast rules

There are few doubts in my mind that letting go, grieving loss and getting on with

a broken heart are as individualized as each person and each circumstance. In

my experience, which has at best been tested a dozen times and at worst

perhaps twice that, I haven't been as successful as one would think I might be

given my relentless pursuit of survival.Now, while I'm a real pro at picking myself

up dusting myself off and getting on with the matters of life, it's not so much from

a place of strength as it's more from a place of "been there, done that".

Experience has definitely been my best teacher. In combination with occasional

disappointment and the teachings of repeated losses, it would seem I could face

even the hardest of life's lessons with nary a wince.
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Ho Hum, if only...if only this were true. In retrospect, as I scan a few of my most

top of mind losses, I realize that as I got older and supposedly wiser, they only got

bigger. The most recent, of course, is the loss of my role as a mother to one of

my children.

When I was little, I lost my childhood to parents that didn't get along with each

other and couldn't keep themselves from harming me physically and emotionally

as a result. I lost my own mother to her decision to devote herself to her

education and my sister to the facts of life that she was 6 years older than I was

and would be out of the house when the worst stuff started to roll downhill.

In school I was hounded by the most unstable boy in town and eventually lost

myself and my virginity to him in continued unspeakable acts of violence that I

was too afraid to tell anyone about. Those years are fuzzy, fearing the wrath of

telling but fearing equally the wrath of not telling. It was then that I created and

redefined myself forever as the person who had experienced such a painful

childhood and adolescence and using that as a foundation, I embarked on 15 of

the most self destructive years I would face.

In College, I lost my very best friend as a result of my new ruthless and selfish

behavior and I have never been able to repay the debt to my soul for doing this. I

still dream of this person, someone who went to extremes to care for me and

open his world up to me only to have me stomp down on his sense of self and

choice to love me.

After that I chased dreams, reinvented myself and made a lot of careless

decisions, having my heart broken over and over and over again by worthy but

poorly matched mates. You would have thought somewhere along the line, I

would have learned, how to care for another person's heart as though it were of

the gravest consequence. Uh huh. I just kept swimming upstream...sometimes

alongside the same people in different bodies...recycled versions of me, same

men, different names. Same me, same name, same hurts that never healed.

Thinking one has let go is an empowering gesture. But, it is only a gesture if it

continues to repeat itself in ones life over and over and over again. So, I let go of

everything I thought I was, everything I thought I wanted, and everything as I

pictured it to be, and when I did, like an abstract painting, the images fell into place

and there I was in the life I was meant to live.And I thought the "letting go" part of

the lesson was over. How silly of me.

Amidst the joy of that finally realized life, there were the losses of loved ones I

enjoyed and learned so much from, and then the loss of my 7

babies...miscarriages, including one at the advanced maturation of nearly 4

months, which necessitated surgery and hit me like a load of bricks falling off the

back of a truck, both emotionally and physically.

All of my losses to that point reflected the losses of so many others. Loss of love,

loss of babies, loss of a beloved person in my life. There were others, so many

others, who had processed this grief. There were books and classes and

websites and support groups for those losses. I let it all go. With the aid of all of

those resources and those closest to me, I let it all go and picked myself up and

with even more depth of spiritual commitment I faced my realized life.

And then came Eliana, which means, "God has answered" in hebrew. I smirk as I

write this, because I feel like this has been a finale of "loss" for me. My little girl

born of another's womb, with so many challenges and so much deep rooted rage

at the conditions of the life she was born into. I love Ellie, I empathize with Ellie, I

sympathize with Ellie, I am mad at Ellie, I feel like a victim of Ellie. I have had to
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"let go" of Ellie so many times I can't even count that high. I have had to let go of

the baby I idealized, the toddler I idealized, and the child I hoped to raise. I have

had to let go of every single hope a mother has for her daughter's life, from a 5

star education to a fulfilling career and family of her own. I've had to pick my

battles with her for so many years that there are things I hadn't realized I let go

just so I could shoulder more of the challenge of parenting her. And now, after

building my entire life around her and her challenges, I have had to let her go. A

final curtain call, or so I thought to my loss. I had to. It was no longer my choice. It

was not in my control anymore and that was clear.

So first, I let go of her physically. I put my 7 year old daughter on a plane heading

cross-country with new caregivers and a completely reinvented life. In time, it has

become clear that I have to let go of the control of her care - which I had

personalized for every minute of her 7 year life, trying to understand her

challenges and address them with whatever resources money could buy to help

her.

And with each passing day, the letting go continues, as it appears there are no

hard and fast rules on this one. There aren't books about giving a child to another

to raise, or raising your child from birth to 7 and then letting go. There are no

support groups to tell me whether it's time to take her name plaque off her

bedroom door, her pictures off the refrigerator or pack up the rest of her closet.

There are no websites about how to love a child and then let them go, just like

that. She has attachment disorder, it's been a move of ease for her. For me, there

is an unfathomable emptyness where worrying about her during every waking

hour of my life held its ground. For me, it has been a fireworks display of loss and

grief all smashed up with healing and relief. I thought the crescendo had

happened, but it seems only to be getting louder and louder every day. Every

sleepless night, with each new nightmare-I relive the loss over and over again.

There is too much self indulgence in this post and too much self indulgence in my

grief, but if I do not share it through my writing, I will implode.

There are no hard and fast rules for any of this indeed.

FRIDAY, JULY 16, 2010

Whose voice do you hear?

I spend a lot of my quiet time thinking these days. I ask myself questions and

ponder the answers as they come to me in a voice, not my own, and I wonder, to

whom does that inner voice belong?

Is it my own? Is it my mother? Is it a teacher? Is it my angel? Is it G-d? Who is it

that speaks so clearly to me in the center of my mind.

Whoever it is, it always has some intense insight I never would have come up

with. Like the other day, while out for a run I asked it, can I make another 2 miles

before the rains come?

My senses told me the sky was dark and the wind was blowing and I could smell

rain on the gravel and then it started dripping on my nose as my inner voice

answered, "Yes, you can make another 2 miles and if the rains come you can find

shelter in the tall grass, under a tree and enjoy the adventure of your heart

pounding and the cool water hitting your hot shoulders." And to that, I found myself

being unable to disagree, so fearlessly I took on another 2 miles.
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I also discovered that this inner voice of mine isn't just one dimensional either. It

shows me pictures, like Elmovision. Like yesterday, I was listening to Annie

Lenox's Looking Through the Glass Darkly, and while all sorts of non sequitor

thoughts entered my mind as I concentrated on the words, my inner dialog

narrated moving pictures of my life, which I could see through a darkly backlit

window. It was oddly comforting.

My inner dialog has much to say about Ellie and I think about her so much that I

could write a screenplay daily. I play our relationship over and over and over again

in my mind. I try to pinpoint the pinacle of change when it all went to hell, and what

I could have done differently.

But to this, my inner voice quiets my incessant thoughts with words of faith and

strength. This is the way it is supposed to be. Some things we begin, we are not

meant to finish and you gave her the absolute best start she could have had in a

life that will surely be filled with challenge. She, like you, is strong and she will fulfill

her mission here.

Today, I asked my inner voice to tell me about her inner voice. Was hers the voice

of her deceased birthmother, her angels, her teachers, or me? Why did it tell her

she was so bad, that we were so bad, that I particularly didn't love her at all and

that she didn't belong? And, what has happened that her inner dialog is so

different now as reports from Washington tell us that she has settled into a

community of children "just like her" and she is not tantrumming, nor eloping, nor

screaming violent slurs at her foster family.

My inner dialog doesn't have the answers but always comforts me somehow.

She is still a tough kid and still has an inner voice prodding her towards impulsive

behavior, but the self destructive nature is all but gone. The voice is no longer

telling her to run into traffic or to hit or kick or hurt someone who loves her. She is

surrounded by other children just like her and she is inspired by how they handle

themselves and her inner voice is learning from them.

I miss her so much and I love her so deeply but perhaps it WAS my voice that

was somehow the ghost in her machine, as she heard the opposite of everything I

said to her being repeated back from the center of her mind.

Or maybe, my inner voice suggests, she just craved to be somewhere that she fit

in, like everyone else, instead of always swimming upstream to either be like

everyone else or tantrum to prove how unlike everyone else she really was.

See...there goes my inner voice...being all "right on the money" again.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 2010

Me and My Shadow...

There by the grace of G-d go I

I thought as I jogged this morning.

The sun warmed my back as I turned on

my heels towards the West and I chased

my shadow on the ground next to me

Above me a jet dotted the sky on its final

approach to Ohare International Airport,
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it was low enough for me to identify its logo

and see its windows as they tipped

towards the ground

Tens of people no doubt gazing down

checking out the landscape anxious to land

and set their feet on the ground

And there...go I, I thought,

nothing but a tiny dot on a gravel path in a large expanse of prairie grass

a tiny dot with a huge story on a huge planet filled with tiny dots

How do I take what I have learned and help others

I beg my inner knowing for an answer as I struggle with the heat of the day

and the length of my committed run

And then come all the fleeting thoughts of Ellie and my failings...

How can I help others when I hardly know what it is that I did or what I learned? I

bungled my way through the process of just never allowing myself to give up on

her, on myself, on our family.

How is that a lesson from which others can learn?

The plane long gone, my run takes me to the north

and with my shift, my shadow cast next to me

then to the east and it is behind me

and I realize that my shadow has a lot to say merely by its place on the ground.

Sometimes it is far from me and sometimes it is under me, sometimes it is

leading me and sometimes it is pulling up from the rear with no chance of

catching me.

Like life, our stories and our lessons are like our shadows; depending on the time

of day, or better, where the sun is shining in our worlds, they are long and tall and

leading us or short and stout and chasing us neverendingly. My shadow reminds

me that I am there, a dot on the planet, even when I am experiencing emotional

conflict which leaves me feeling anything but grounded.

From up above, in the view of that plane floating through the clear blue sky I throw

no shadow. From there, I am but a dot,a tiny dot, on a huge planet filled with tiny

dots. And with that knowledge, I finish my run for now,

aware that my shadow guides me on my way to staying grounded and being

whoever it is that I am by way of my lessons.

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 2010

Learning to love and trust all over again

We laugh now, we hadn't in so long...

Dancing with you at the pool and singing

with you to the radio in the car makes me

feel like I am a kid again...

You are letting me in your world and your

heart and it feels like a cool gentle rain

after a long, hot, dry spell...

You want to play with me and eat with me
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and though I know you are filling the

spaces where Ellie once lived in your life, I

am so pleased to be that surrogate

and in that opportunity, I am proving to you

that I am gentle, quiet, loving, kind, and

your biggest fan

Some things you sadly never knew about

me

When you look at me, I can't help but smile

I see in you looking back at me

something new

a depth of your eyes

I see a growing trust

I see a growing faith that I will always be there for you

Something you didn't know about me

Unsolicited you slipped your tiny hand into mine

and I think until the day I die, I will never forget the way that felt

My heart in your tiny hands

Something I know you didn't know about me

Every morning when you get on that big yellow bus that takes you to camp I look

up at you...

So little, climbing up those big clumsy stairs,

I breathe you in deeply as we part, and just when I think you have let me go, you

turn around and sign "I love you" back at me with your fingers as though you have

heard my thoughts

Something so small touches me to the core and in that moment I am made to

realize Something I did not know about me

Tonight you asked me to stay for one minute longer to snuggle

and you threw your arm over me to make sure I would

I had no intention of leaving,

Something you are still learning about me

And as you fell asleep with your tiny hand in mine,

I wrote this in my head while listening to you breathe.

It is in the moments when I listen to the sounds of our life together, that I realize

we are all learning to love and trust again and in that is limitless possibility.

TUESDAY, JULY 6, 2010

Outta Sight, Outta Mind? Notsomuch.

I realized the oddest thing the other day. Luca, our loving au pair, and probably the

only person that Ellie ever attached to in our family, has been gone for over two

years and we still refer to the room she lived in as "Luca's Room". About 5 other

short-term, part time nannies and au pairs stayed in that room after she left but it

was always "them" staying in "her" room.

When we bought the house, it was a third car garage. We loved her so much that

we wanted to build her a private "wing" of sorts and built a wonderful room with its

own entrance, bathroom and walk in closet. To us, it was never a garage. If a

realtor came to look at the house, he or she might call it a guest wing, but it will

forever be "Luca's room" in our home as long as this home is standing.
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So, why the obsession with 4 walls and a full bath? To me, it's been a course on

attachment.

Luca has been gone for two years, ok, I know I said that, but we are all so

attached to her very essence that she still resides in all the natural associations of

our daily lives. She is as much a part of this family as she ever was because she

touched us and she grew with us and in us. She is part of the fabric of this family

in a way that can never be torn, not by the distance of the ocean that separates

us or the depth of stupidity of the Homeland Security office that won't give her a

visa to be with us.

Attachment is something I am thinking a lot about these days for the obvious

reasons of the complicated "missing" I feel almost constantly for Ellie. Some

would say I was addicted to the trauma that was so much a part of our lives for so

many years. But I disagree heartily. I am rather enjoying a trauma-free existence.

What I find more interesting is that in not dodging fists, feet or volcanic eruptions

of verbal emotional angst and rage, I still find that Ellie is everywhere.

It is Ellie's fish I feed every morning, and that princess dish is Ellie's. Tali dragged

a poster that Ellie had made out of the trunk of the car when we packed to go

camping saying, "This is Ellie's. We need to keep it safe for her." Some of it is

shear survival. If it is Ellie's, we all know to touch it means to be confronted. But,

beyond that, it just feels like she is everywhere and in that, we know we will

forever be attached.

Why the intense assessment? I have to admit that sometimes, I fear, and

deeply...that in the quiet, in the sanity, in the new definition of our family without

her presence that she is lost to us. To me. Especially in my nightmares. But she

is not lost. She is not even gone. Her essence is here and everywhere, not just in

one room. It's everywhere. It's in the fabric that we are woven from. And the

moths that I fear will eat away at the weak areas, have no chance of eating

through the attachment that formed in spite of the difficulty we had living with her.

Ellie, like Luca, cannot be lost to us, ever. I just have to keep reminding myself of

this. The selflessness of letting go of those we love and are attached to is quite

three dimensional. A Toy Story 3 illustrated it ever so eloquently... if it touched

your heart, it will always be there, waiting for you, wherever you are, forever.

TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 2010

Silent Scream

I open my mouth.

It's cavernous and I feel a throaty whine and shrill, but there is no sound.

It is a silent scream. It is my silent scream.

I didn't know I had a silent scream inside of me.

I acquiesce to welcome it and my face dissolves into the creases of my

pillowcase. My baby is gone, my baby is missing.

I am tossing cans and boxes and looking under counters and in swimming pools

I am on unknown city street corners, in fields of wheat, overlooking prairies and

rummaging through homes I have no association with as they float by in my state

of silent torture.

Headlights flash at me in the darkness

as I run towards cars, chasing her from the lights

Where is my baby I scream with no sound?
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I can't find her anywhere.

Everything is dark.

I don't feel her. I don't smell her. I don't see her.

She is gone.

My ellie, the one I have known since before she was born, where is she? I scream

the silence again and

it is in that emptyness I hear myself struggling to breathe as I wake up shaking.

Only partially aware that my familiar dream has come again to play with my grief, I

roll over and someone presses rewind.

Other than the wee hour

writing and the full-time

parenting and trips to the pool

and the museums with Tali

and Jonah, I am processing

Ellie's absence. I hadn't

realized the extent of it until I

was writing an update on life in

our home to a dear friend

today. Stream of

consciousness took over and

this is what I wrote...

Today I took my pedometer on my speedwalk and clicked on it every time I had a

fleeting thought about her. In one hour, I had 32 unrelated conscious thoughts

about Ellie. They went something like this...I smelled the clover, took a deep

breathe, it brought me back to my childhood. My childhood always reminds me of

tumult, and there my brain rolled over to Ellie and some tantrum she had imparted

on me. In another moment, I was watching this beautiful swallow dip and dive

over the savannah as I walked the gravel path and as I enjoyed it's graceful

movement, I thought of Ellie dancing like a fairy in our family room. It went on like

that for an hour, and probably goes on like that during every hour of every day.

I am not one to live in a haze, but I realized today that I must think about her an

estimated 600 times a day.

Ignorantly, I thought I was only processing at night with my nightmares that I have

"lost" her and the wakings with the silent scream I emit as I realize that she is

undoubtedly GONE. I have even been worried that perhaps I am stifling my own

grief while pretending to enjoy my daytime hours and then it comes up like a bad

meal when I let down my guard. I realize that my little unsophisticated experiment

confirms that is not at all the case. In some way it gives me pause to feel normal

and ok with my honest to G-d bottomless loss and sorrow that Ellie is not with me

anymore and in another way it makes me wonder if time indeed heals this wound,

like it has healed others, in what place will my memories of her settle? In my

dreams or in my waking state?

TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 2010

PBS Show...featuring parents that could have been us!
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Watch the full episode. See more Religion & Ethics New sWeekly.

This show features a family with an 8 year old boy in RTC that easily tells our

Ellie's struggle with self-destructive and violent behavior towards the family. This

story also left me weeping as it features a happy ending for a non-FASD

diagnosed girl named Eliana...which means, btw, God Has Answered in hebrew.

SUNDAY, JUNE 20, 2010

Sadly, We are in Very Good Company

First of all, WOW! I have to tell you all how grateful I am for your dedication to

reading about our family and the recent heartbreaking decision to send Ellie to live

with another family across the country.

On any given day, you are one of over 900 people visiting this blog from 8 different

countries and we feel your prayers and your compassion in our lives! Most

importantly, if you help us to spread the word about FASD and educating others

about it, we can wipe it out in our lifetime. All it takes is for every pregnant woman

to abstain from alcohol for 10 months. That's it. And then more than 20% of our

newborns will be saved from the challenges of an invisible disability that will affect

them their whole lives.

On that note, I have received amazing stories written in amazing voices by other

parents who have faced the same challenges we have faced in the last seven

years...and as I read these words or speak with other mothers sharing in my grief

I am awestruck by how many of us there are out there. We are the loudest and

best advocates for our children and for the birth defect, but women keep drinking

and the rate of FASD and ARND(Alcohol Related Neurodevelopmental Disorders)

is increasing.

It's inconceivable to me, but just today a loved one shared a story of a woman she

knows who made excuses for the wine she was drinking when she was clearly in

her second trimester. If a pregnant woman is making excuses, chances are the

glass of wine you see her with is not the only glass of wine embibed during

pregnancy...and while most of the children exposed are born with 10 fingers and

10 toes, they often suffer from varying degrees of brain damage that are

imperceptible to most doctors but not to the families that live with the symptoms

associated with the damage.
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Upon reading of our decision to place Ellie with another family for a while, I

received this email from an amazing woman named Sheila who has become a

loving friend in our shared grief for our children.

Lori, it was the scene in the car blog post that prompted me to send

your blog address to my eldest daughter in the first place. We could

have been your family in the scene. My children all bear literal scars

from our daughter Sarah, and I, now walk with a limp.

My daughter devoured your whole blog and echoed my thoughts

exactly. Of it, she said,'It was like a physical feeling, Mom. She has

us, almost word for word.'

We,too, had fantasies of sending Sarah off to a family member.

When it came down to it, we just couldn't ask someone we love to

enter our Hell. One longtime friend, recently divorced, asked if she

could take her for the summer. As in "fix her," I'm pretty sure she

meant. Sarah was 8 and the plan was that Stacy would take her for

at least 6 weeks, to a town even smaller than ours and with no

support at all.

She convinced us Sarah would do so well as an "only" that we took

her up on her offer. She is a pediatric nurse, had homeschooled five

kids of her own and was very, very calm. She didn't care at all how

her house looked or how many pets she had at one time. She lived

on the outskirts of town and had horses. It seemed like we were

sending Sarah off to kid paradise. We would breathe and heal and be

ready to do the Sarah dance once again after the summer.

That lasted 10 days. Stacy was so desperate to get out the thorn that

was suddenly in her side, she gave us an hour's notice to start

driving her way while she drove ours. Just so you know these

things..."

There was no irony in the fact that Sheila emailed this to me on the tenth day

since Ellie's departure.

Sheila has sent me amazing accounts of this time of the life of her daughter, now

in her late teens, when she was 7 and 8 and I will post them...they are strikingly

our story, and I'm sure tens of thousands of other family's stories and I am aghast

that these stories are not more publicized. Perhaps if they were, the drinking

during pregnancy would stop, at least here in this country where rational thought

can usually change the mind of someone otherwise uneducated in a matter.

Moms of FASD kids grieve and share

As noted in tonight's blog post, I want to share a story of an amazing woman who

has also used words as catharsis for her pain while raising her FASD diagnosed

daughter.

Sheila's adopted daughter, Sarah, could be Ellie...but at the time this was written
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Ellie hadn't yet celebrated even her first birthday. Sheila feels like a soulmate in all

of this, having lost her own way too early in her life, due in part to the stress

having a child like Sarah or Ellie caused.

In my weakest moments, knowing Sheila has already walked in my path, held the

flashlight, cried the tears, and has come out on the other end stronger is what

keeps me taking one step in front of the other. I hope that by sharing her story,

mine, and others like ours, more women and more families will be helped and

inspired.

Written November 19th, 2004

Swimming with Sarah

A family copes with a child's devastating mental illness

by Sheila Hagar

“It can’t rain forever.”

That’s what the card said on flowers delivered to my desk on a day in June when

it had already rained enough to make Noah flinch. Street gutters raced like creeks

outside; inside of me, a torrential downpour was washing life, as I knew it, down a

swirling drain. The friend who dispatched the bouquet was aware of both storms.

Seven months later, the weather is worse. I’m not even looking for land anymore,

just the promise of a break in the clouds.

It was last March that I first felt the tide lapping at my toes. My ten-year-old

daughter Sarah - always a challenging kid - was beginning to be more out of

control than in. Diagnosed as bi-polar three years before, she was on a third

medication in the attempt to keep our little girl from self-destructing. Sarah’s

rages, a symptom of her illness, were already legendary in our house and in our

neighborhood. But, at that point, rare. Once we got through each screaming,

sobbing, scratching and extremely scary fit–what some might view as a temper

tantrum on crack–we could

be pretty sure we were done for awhile. We could breathe, dress our wounds, try

again.

Not a perfect system, I admit. But at that point, we were trained in the art of

existing with bi-polar disorder. We knew there was an ocean of information we

hadn’t absorbed and islands of unexplored characteristics of the disorder. But we

were safe on the sand with pediatricians and prescriptions. We built a bonfire out

of faith that we had enough in place to avoid accidental drowning.

Now we know better.

Early last spring, Sarah was dissolving at school. Her patient and informed

teacher was reaching for the life preserver daily. Nothing that had worked with

Sarah before was working anymore.

At home, the dangerous behaviors that had always called Sarah’s name were

engulfing our family. We began using after-school day-care on a regular basis for

the first time to give everyone, including Sarah, a reprieve. We sought help from

the physicians who knew our child and her illness best. We prayed.

Nothing was enough. In June, on the last day of school, Sarah went to the laundry

room, turned on the iron that she had laid on top of a shirt, and came back

upstairs, ready to go out the door. Something - instinct, an inner voice, God –

nudged me back down the stairs instead of out the back door. I discovered what

the fire chief surely would have ruled as the cause of the fire that destroyed our
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home as we were at work and school.

There were no flames, but I saw red.

Two weeks later, our daughter said she wanted to kill herself, wanted to die and

be done with life. A kid who had never watched a scary movie in her life was

suddenly chilling my blood. Then I saw fear–in my own haunted eyes in the mirror

as I faced the certainty that my daughter was screaming for help. Help I was not

equipped to give.

We’re at nine months of residential treatment and counting; crawling forward,

washing backward.

Sarah is complex, the experts tell us. We know, we say. But until recently, she

lived in a family, attended mainstream classes in a community school, played

dress-up with her sisters and tag with the neighborhood kids. She got parts in our

small-town summer plays, took swim lessons, went on field trips and sang in

Sunday school.

She had a life! She’s Sarah! “Make her better,” we want to scream. Sometimes,

when I can’t help it any longer, I shoot off emails to her therapist, detailing the girl I

know. Knew. The child I miss.

But help has yet to be found. No medication or treatment plan has kept Sarah on

shore with us. Our bonfire has gone cold–we can’t even summon the energy to

attend the church services that might breathe life back into the embers.

Today, it is raining. A winter rain, cold and crunchy. I wonderKcan it rain forever?

THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 2010

Filling the Silence with Music

The air is sweet. The mood is light. The sky is blue. We can hear the snuffle of

the dog's snout against his paw as he sleeps in the oddly shaped piece of

sunlight streaming through the window. The washer dings. The phone bleeps.

The candle flickers. There is no screaming.

The kids aren't sure what to do with all the quiet. Can you imagine a life so filled

with madness that in its absence, a person knows not what to do with the sanity?

For those of you who keep asking how we are doing, that is what it feels like.

Being the solutions finder I have always been, I have tried to bring comfort to the

children in any way I can imagine. The first way was to dig up all sorts of fun "car"

music like Schoolhouse Rock and other goodies we all seem to remember word

for word though we don't know where we last put our house keys. It was in this

that I realized that perhaps giving the kids the ability to create their own noise

would empower them more. Now, I don't mean allowing them to scream and go

off the wall, though there has certainly been a fair share of that too...but, when the

danger of everything getting trashed in an impulsive rage was gone, I pulled out

the 1/2 size violin Jonah played when he was 5 and gave it to Talia. Jonah, has

been playing the bass and the electric guitar for about 5 months now, so we had

them restrung and serviced and the two of them are now filling the quiet, with their

own music.
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When we were talking about this as a solution for our "quiet" problem, a friend told

me about a movie, entitled Tocar Y Luchar, which literally means To Play and To

Fight. It is a documentary filmed in Venezuela about bringing music to gang and

poverty ridden towns. The system has become one of the most important and

beautiful social phenomena in modern history and has not only changed the

social landscape in those areas but also produced some of the most world

renown musicians!

So, I am not the first to think about filling the sad quietude left by the absence of

the abuse and violence of our little girl with music, and that is ok!

Yesterday I brought them both to Sam Ash to have everything restrung and the

kids played on every instrument known to man. At first I felt bad for not taking

them swimming, as it was the first sunny day in many consecutive rainy, cloudy

ones (both literally and figuratively). But then, as I watched them "pollinate" almost

every instrument on the store floor, from bongos to keyboards,I realized this was

better than the pool. The place was jammin' and hoppin' and the kids were filling

the silence in their lives with music,and like in Genesis, it was good.

TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 2010
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The therapist with the best snacks wins!

Outta the mouths of babes, Talia speaking to Jonah's friend in the car...

"Dr. Robin, my therapist, who helps me with my problems with Ellie, gives me

Jolly Rancher's when I have a good session."

"When I see her for therapy, she gives me Jolly Rancher's AND ice cream and

sometimes chocolate too" added Jonah.

"Yes, she gives me chocolate sometimes too, and ice cream...sometimes in a

dish and sometimes in those waffle cones that mama doesn't let me have

because they are too pointy."

Jeez...way to make the only kid in the car NOT seeing a therapist feel bad. LOL.

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 2010

Filling the Quiet

The boys were away all weekend camping, and it was the first time Talia and I

had real quality time together in a very long time. We had a wonderful day

together. I read her the Magic 1,2,3 book for kids last night and only had to count

to 1 twice today. She's so smart that as soon as the boundaries were there, the

rules had been reinstated and she understood them.

We had more activity in a day than we used to have in a whole weekend when we

were transitionally challenged with Ellie. We had breakfast at Starbucks on the

way to the Children's Museum (which by the way, we hadn't been able to go to as

a family for years). After the museum, we stopped for lunch and came home to let

the dogs out. We let the dogs out and immediately left for a trip to the pet store for

a half hour before seeing a movie. There was no screaming for popcorn, no
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flipping out mid-movie, there was no scene at the restaurant, there were no

bathroom antics, there was no hitting or pushing at the museum, there was no

arguing, no screaming or fighting there or in the car...it was a dream.

The feeling of her little hand in mine throughout the day, running and laughing in a

downpour, the fun I had painting her face without incident, and her little head on

my shoulder in the movie theatre left me pining for more.

But, after the movie, when faced with the prospect of coming home for dinner, a

video, some tv, a book and bedtime, she cried. 

"I want to go OUT for dinner!" she appealed loudly in the back seat.

"No," I said promptly," honey, we had breakfast and lunch out, I have dinner at

home."

"But I want to go OUT for dinner!" she insisted, and when I began counting the

Magic 1,2,3 she broke down in tears. She continued, "I want to go out for dinner

because it's too quiet at home!" The tears streamed down her cheeks rendering

her whisker-painted face a muddy mess.

"Oh," I said. "It's too quiet at home, I understand. I think it's quiet too. It's very quiet

without Ellie. You are telling me that you miss her, aren't you? I miss her too

sweetheart."

She nodded as she smeared the face paint into a Dali-like formation on her right

cheek.

"How about we put some music on, have a dance party, eat dinner, play the violin,

and really make a ruckus of our own", I suggested.

She immediately perked up after, of course, I explained what the word ruckus

meant.

I have never had much use for the whole house intercom and speaker system

until tonight. We put on the stereo and rocked out during dinner, which for the first

time in days she actually ate entirely. She ate so much she didn't even remember

she didn't have dessert.

We poked around in the attic and found the violin Jonah played when he was 5. I

taught her how to hold it, she resin'd the bow and made the dogs howl to the

music that was still on the stereo. We laughed and talked about lessons that

might make them howl less, and then she made them howl some more before

we put it away and got ready for her bath.

All was well. It wasn't quiet anymore and she was joyful.

She took a long bubble bath, after which she usually joined Ellie to watch a tv

show they usually fought over. She looked at me as I was towelling her off at the

prospect of being able to watch and read whatever she wanted, sitting wherever

she wanted, and she told me how much she missed Ellie. I said I did too and we

agreed that it was ok to be sad about it together. We shared the moment and then

she skipped off to finish the night's routine.

She is processing the change and it is painful for her. I think she realizes she has

a responsibility to herself to blossom into the confident and happy little girl that

Ellie held her back from being. The constant put down's and shoving around that

left her feeling insignificant and shaky are gone, and in the silence, she is pushed

from her otherwise dysfunctional comfort zone into a new world of compliance,
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reward, and an honest to goodness childhood!

Letter to Santa

Dear Santa, All I want this year is a horse, a bunny, a turtle, a farm in Mexico, a

fish, a guinea pig, and oh yes, a new family. Love, Ellie

Reactive Attachment Disorder is present in a high percentage of FASD

cases. It arises out of the abuse in utero, the inability to be soothed in

childhood,and the lack of trust in the caregiver given the in utero

exposure to violence and abuse. It can also be related to the organic brain

damage caused by the alcohol exposure. The child's ability to bond and

trust (attach) to people other than the birthparent and attaching to

alternative primary caregivers and others is non-existent, inappropriate, or

negative, often involving violence.

Disinhibited Attachment is when a child is more easily bonded to a stranger

or someone with no identifiable role in the child's life than with a constant

caregiver or "parent". Disinhibited attachment disorder of childhood (DAD)

according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), is

defined as:

"A particular pattern of abnormal social functioning that arises during the

first five years of life and that tends to persist despite marked changes in

environmental circumstances, e.g. diffuse, nonselectively focused

attachment behaviour, attention-seeking and indiscriminately friendly

behaviour, poorly modulated peer interactions; depending on

circumstances there may also be associated emotional or behavioural

disturbance."

Ellie left us on Tuesday, June 8th for a respite foster family in Washington State.

She cried for 2 minutes at the airport saying goodbye to Craig and is reported

never to have cried since.

She is sleeping well, eating well and is reported to be cuddling and playing with

her new family. She is calling the people she has known to be her hosts for 3

days, mom and dad.

Before she left for her "summer" program which she bragged to her sister was

because SHE needed a break from all of us, we discussed what she might call

her summer family. I suggested she could call them Ms. or Mr., by their first

names, or even mom and dad if she felt that way about them. She was VERY

insistent she would never call them that, saying "I would never call them that, they

are not my mom and dad."

I remember thinking in that moment, oh, ok...well, I guess that's a compliment of

sorts. I guess we have earned that place in her dysfunctional little world of abuse

towards all of us living in our home.

With video of her screaming, "turn that off, this is my private business as she

attacked us..." or her insisting she would never act like she did at school with us,

that good behavior was for there, we sure did have a fundamental role in being

her "mom and dad". Our special behavior was SPECIAL just for us.
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But now, I wonder how long until her new mom and dad will have before the rage

and violence rears its ugly head, and if it will at all. I mean, what does that say

about us if it never reappears? Is attachment disorder that haphazard, like a

tornado that takes down your neighbor's house but leaves yours and your tulips

completely in tact?

That said, and I'm sure you can hear the anger in my words, as much as I was

thrilled to have earned the title to which I had spent 7 years investing in, to hear

that in 3 days she is calling them mom and dad was, well...sobering. Naw, that's

not a good word...it was nauseating. I choked on the tears that welled in my throat

as soon as I read them in a cryptic email sent to me when checking on her status

by email last night.

Mish moshed with my broken hearted nausea at the news that she has happily

labeled her new hosts mom and dad, I am relieved that she is happy and not

pining for us. She has a chance at happiness and functionality and a life that is

not the miserable life she blamed on us. Mostly on me, for having 'taken' her away

from her birthmother to begin with. But them, now they have taken her from the

woman who took her from her birthmother ...maybe that makes them the heroes

she has needed her whole life?

A smorgasbord of emotion slaps me in the face, thwap thwap thwap! Seven

years is shit, all of my efforts - shit, the wake of damage in my rearview mirror -

shit. How long do I go on telling people what my children are doing for the

summer?

"Well, Tali is going to day camp. Jonah to overnight camp, and Ellie got her wish

from Santa this summer, a new family."

TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2010
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And then it rained...

buckets and buckets until there were no more buckets. And our dreams floated

away in a swift river of hope. Well placed post-it notes of "I'll miss you" decorate

our home where once the sounds of screaming wafted and now, the echo of

raindrops at they hit the roof and slide down, down, down my cheeks.

MONDAY, JUNE 7, 2010

The eve of change

I leaned over soggy tear stained guardianship papers and dragged the pen in the

shape of my name tonight. We are 16 hours from respite liftoff. I don't live life in

reverse, but I flashed back to signing adoption papers in New Jersey just 7 years,

5 months and 2 days ago.

Today was an awful day. I tried, I really tried to make it a memorable last day. I

drove them down to Dave and Busters and we tried to enjoy a nice lunch and fun

games and prizes. But it was not to be...

Ellie had a bipolar meltdown in the music and dance school while Jonah had his
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bass lesson later in the afternoon. She took a basket and slammed it over Talia's

head and then proceeded to kick furnishings that belonged to the studio until I was

able to relocate her to the car.

In the car, the eruption continued. The drive is 12 minutes door to door. We got

stuck in traffic. She slammed her hand on the seat next to her threatening Talia

just inches away. She kicked Jonah's seat violently and then undid her seatbelt

and slammed Talia in the face. She threw her leapster computer and then started

to take a bottle filled with Vitamin Water and slam it on the backseat window and

ceiling.She whipped her sweater at my head, the zipper caught me in the eye, all

while behind the wheel of the car.

Stuck behind the red light from hell and 20 cars, Jonah climbed into the back seat

to sit between her and Talia to save Talia from further damage and took a punch

to the eye while trying to hold her back from lunging at me and then trying to open

the door to elope. All the while, blood curdling roller coaster screams at the top of

her lungs threw my adrenaline into a fright state and my chest started to feel like it

was going to explode. For days I have been nursing chest pains, nausea, and

anxiety the likes I have never experienced, but this topped it all. She was beyond

control and all three of us were helplessly stuck in traffic with her in our tiny little

FJ Cruiser.

Traffic finally crept and I made the light. With the local police station just 1/4 mile

ahead, I gunned it for their parking lot. In the lot, I swung open the driver's seat

door and told her that if she didn't put her seat belt on we would go into the police

station. Nothing. She screamed a lot, and yet no one came out of the station. I

refused to do anything until she put on the seat belt and we were at a standstill

while the other kids sat there hoping she would not haul off and start hitting them

again like she just had. Instead, she attempted to fly out the other side of the car

to run into traffic. This is where those crazy FJ back doors protect me. She is

captive and in that, she is like a caged beast back there. (I fully expect night

terrors from Talia tonight, rendering my meds useless...another night with broken

sleep and no REM.)

I finally remove her on the passenger side and take her into the police station

screaming. There is no one around. We are on the administrative level and the

door is open but no one is "home". She is screaming those blood curdling

screams, running around the building like a rat in a maze...all we see is the

cleaning man who apologizes for "interrupting" and closes the door behind him. I

can't believe this is happening inside a police station and no one is coming. My

heart races, my chest pounds, I think I will die here while the other two children sit

in the parking lot licking their wounds wondering what the hell is going on. Is mom

going to leave her with the police? I think if I die there, this insanity will have been

their final memory of me.

When it becomes clear that no one gives a shit I contemplate the rest of the 12

minute drive. It is about 4 minutes without any more traffic so I carry her out of the

police station like a baby screaming in my arms, put her in the carseat, take on

the physical abuse she puts up while I am buckling her in, and walk around to the

drivers seat. She begins to pummel Jonah and she undoes the buckle but I figure

again, if I gun it, I can be home in 3 minutes and medicate her. Jonah takes the

brunt of the abuse, including a fist to the eye and a bite to the arm while I drive as

fast as I can and he tries to manually keep her belted in. Pound. Pound. Pound.

goes my heart....it's almost pounded for the last time. I can feel how close I am to

dying of this disease...this disease of failing this child of mine that is not of my

womb. I can not do this...not another time. Please don't make me...just take me,

but keep my others safe I beg to the G-d in my heart.

But He doesn't listen. He gets us home on a wing and a prayer and I carry her to
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her room after I prepare her meds and stand over her insisting she take every last

one. She is in and out of the room, slamming the door, yelling, grunting--- until she

stops. Downstairs, I check the wounds on the children, I rub the muscles around

my heart and I prepare dinner. Yes, low blood sugar, that's what it was. Low blood

sugar. And me...well, it's just stress, I'm not dying. Shrinks tell me the kids are

resilient, this will all soon be a horrifying memory.

I consider the acute care center for a stress test but am told by my personal heart

doc that if I go there with my symptoms they will surely hospitalize me and I will

miss seeing her off tomorrow. He is confident I am not dying and that in fact, I am

the most deserved of my chest pains from the unparalleled and unprecedented

stress that I am going through right now. I cry in the parking lot of the acute care

center because I know he is right. My heart is not diseased, it is broken. It is in, as

James Frey might say, a million little pieces, and it is still being tested!

So, Craig saved the paperwork for tonight, G-d bless him, in case I had a change

of heart. Which I couldn't do even if I wanted to since my heart is in a million little

pieces.I love this little girl, this damaged broken little girl. No one in this state will

help, there are no solutions for us here. I cannot sacrifice the health and welfare

of anyone else in the family another minute. What is best for her is to be

elsewhere right now, and thank G-d we have the solution we do, self funded as it

is. You know what though,self indulgently for a moment, I am a fucking mess. I

thought I would be mostly relieved, but I am not. I am riddled with emotional

shrapnel and I just wish the benzodiazapam would kick in and give me a rest from

being me for just a few hours. It's supposed to be an amnesic, that sounds like

heaven. How much would I need to take to forget this whole day?

THURSDAY, JUNE 3, 2010

IEP: Inexcusable Education Plan

As fortified as I was by having my say about the inexcusable education plan that

was heralded as a success at today's IEP meeting, I still walked away knowing it

didn't matter to anyone but me and Craig. It certainly didn't matter to them, though

the Superintendent of Schools threw a pitchfork of bull %̂O*&* at us about how

much she believes us and truly cares about how our family was affected by Ellie's

condition. However, and I quote her when I say, "I stand by my unwaivering belief

that she is getting the right education in the right location!"

So...no funding. No support. Nothing, but some manufactured empathy for our

plight.Oh, and they blamed her recent behavior, increased eloping and her

reporting me as beating her as a direct result of our "poor decision" to take her to

visit the Residential Treatment Center on May 1st. I was incensed, but somehow I

kept my cool as I smiled through their fingerpointing at us for what we are

suffering through with her. I'm chasing her out of traffic because of something self

imposed, yes, I thought, indeed. This is all our fault! To steal a line from Animal

House, "Thank you sir, may I have another!"

We opted for no counsel at the meeting, they knew it but brought theirs anyhow.

This, I'm told, is not appropriate or particularly legal. We opened the meeting by

expressing our discomfort at her presence. Their counsel stayed, and sat across

the table staring at us and notetaking for the entire two hours. This is what

taxpayers in our district pay for. This is what we pay for. We pay for our district to

have their attorney at our IEP meeting to protect themselves against our plea for

them to fund our daughter in a program that is appropriate to her diagnoses!
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2 hours of them and us, them and us, them, them, them and us. THEM! They

win! We lose. Our family loses. They win. Ellie loses.

I came home in time to get the strangest letter from the RTC we interviewed with

in Normal. It said, and I quote, " Since we have not heard from you, it is our

understanding that this referral has been withdrawn by you and that placement at

our Residential Treatment Center is no longer required. The file is, therefore being

destroyed. " This was the ONLY RTC in the whole state we would even have

considered for Ellie.

Ok, so...tell me, what am I missing? We met them on May 1st. They told us we

would hear from them with an acceptance or a rejection in 10-14 days within the

day we drove the 3 hour trip there. I waited until the 17th and sent them an email

asking if they had an answer for me. It went unresponded to. I sent another one

on the 21st, again they didn't respond. I'm sorry, but WTF?

Double whammy! How many times can we possibly hit a brick wall trying to line

up help for her? It's like Groundhogs Day!

She leaves for Washington State on Tuesday.The smorgasbord of guilt, shame,

remorse, regret, relief, and excitement is enough to fuel daily anxiety attacks and

fits of wailing in public places like the grocery store for no apparent reason. My

therapist says it's normal grief...but it feels very awkward not to have any control

over the moments when I'm engulfed in nausea,shock, and uncontrollable tears

that I have to give my baby to someone else because she deserves a better life

than what I have been able to give her. For seven years I have devoted my life and

endless, unconditional love to someone who has no attachment to us nor has any

idea the depths of the pain she has inflicted on everyone in this family.

I am mostly horrified when I realize the hugeness and awfulness of it all...and

there, today, sat the fucking Superintendent with her oversized pendant necklace

and her perfect makeup next to her overpriced counsel expressing "sincere

empathy" to me for my "problems at home". Tax dollars at work.Is it even possible

for this to get any more awful?

SUNDAY, MAY 30, 2010

Big Brother Speaks

My name is Jonah and I have a sister

named Eliana and a sister named Talia but

what I am mainly going to talk about is Ellie

in this story.

We adopted Ellie from a woman in New

Jersey. We adopted her and took her

home and we were happy. Mom says she

was never an easy baby but three years

later she started to act up and her skin

broke out all the time. We took her in to a

doctor and he said that she had FASD and

that she had brain problems.

At my 6th birthday party her original mother

called to bribe us to give her money in order not to tell her father that Ellie existed
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but we didn't give her anything. That year her mother killed herself.

After that all of her behavior has been going down the drain very slowly but

drastically. When she was five she started hurting me and Tali and that was just

the begining. Now she is running from buildings and we can't get any sponsors to

get her in a place where she'll be safe.

Just last year she went to the hospital 3 times and was diagnosed with bipolar

disorder and we can't pay for that again because our insurance will not cover it

anymore. Now we are thinking about sending her to a school in Washington that

helps people like her but she will live in a foster home and if she loves them she

will stay with them. But if she stays with the other family I will be sad!

Life with Ellie is very challanging and takes alot of sacrafices but this does not

mean we don't love her. She is my little sister and if people don't care for her or

for us then they may as well throw us into a firey pit.

It's hard to deal with the fact that some people are selfish enough to let people run

into traffic, like Ellie, and not care if our family suffers from this action.

I think it stinks that someone doesn't see what pain she is in and help us get her

the money we need to help her. Sometimes I wish there was no such thing as

money then we may have anything we wish. I hear people saying make the world

a better place, right on! but first to get other people to do it you must first. In other

words, someone has to make the first step and in our case, that first step would

be to help Ellie and our family get the help we need.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 2010

A torn napkin = a broken heart

No irony lost on me that I mentioned Costa Rica in my last blog post. It was my

last personal respite from the madness in my home in December 2008. Tonight,

in a rage at me for sending her to her room for hitting Talia, Ellie did, what was

possibly the most heartbreaking thing to me yet...she tore up the love letter I wrote

her on the airline napkin on my way home from the trip where I seriously

contemplated my ability to continue caregiving in our family.

After 6 days and 5 nights at a yoga retreat in the rainforest, my tank was again

filled and I was on a road to healing. When Craig sent me, it was under the

condition that I figure out whether or not we could continue on as a married couple

parenting our children, most specifically our very high maintenance child, Ellie.

While there, in deep meditation, I realized my deep love and commitment to them

and as if by osmosis, my strength to face the adversity raising Ellie returned.

I wrote love letters to each of the children, expressing my deepest love and

commitment to each of them, specific to my very individual relationship with each

one. I remember devoting the entire 4 hour trip home to writing my very pensive

thoughts to each of them and then tucking them into specifically purchased items

that I felt reflected their interests.

Kids are kids, I know this. But for the past 16 months these notes have found safe

havens in each of the kid's rooms, without any nudging on my part at all. Jonah

keeps his in a special box at his bedside. Talia keeps hers in the top drawer of her

dresser with the cap she wore home from the hospital.Ellie kept hers in the

drawer of a dressing table in her bedroom along with other jewelry she holds so
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dear that she refuses to keep it in the jewelry drawer she and Talia share in a

common area of the house.

That said, tonight she was sent to her room, and not easily, where she unearthed

the words and tore them into shreds. To add insult to injury, when I called her

down for dinner, she came down with the pieces and I later found them on the

countertop.

There they sat, and as I pieced them together I read the closing, "Our journey

together is why I was born. You are my guide. Forever and Ever with love, your

mama."

At a time when our relationship is so taxed and so compromised by her inability to

understand attachment and loving kindness as it relates to us all, it just left me

brokenhearted.

Given the fact that the state still hasn't ante'd up any funding to provide treatment

for her, we are considering a therapeutic foster care that we found on the other

side of the country and will fund personally.

I sit up nights having anxiety attacks and shaking like a rattle in my husbands

arms as the reality of the fact that in the 7 years of having Ellie as my daughter, I

have never been able to soothe her or provide her the kind of happy childhood I

idealized for her.

Now, I am faced with the fact that the two other children are suffering from PTSD,

including night terrors, anxiety attacks, and intense resentment while I have been

emptied of any possible strength as a caregiver for any of them. I am good for no

one now. So, we have found an "exchange" family for Ellie, in a town with a

school devoted specifically to teaching kids with FASD related challenges that

includes an intense neuroreorg piece to the curriculum.In the horror of giving my

child to someone else to care for is the chance that she will bond and find her

path to whatever happiness this life has in store for her.

So, yes...I shake at night as I realize this is a fait de complet, but I still doubt

myself and wonder if I should just keep trying. Taking it one day at a time, I have

worked tirelessly for 7 years looking for a solution to her challenges.

She has hit, kicked, and bit me and everyone in this house so many times I

cannot count. She has verbally abused us and emotionally impaled us so many

times I dare not try to remember it all. She tore my love note apart on the same

night I tread dark waters as I very VERY carefully weeded her garden, not wanting

to pick a lettuce leaf that she has attached herself to. She hurts me while I ever so

gently make sure not to upset the applecart in her garden. This is the story of my

life with Ellie.

FRIDAY, MAY 21, 2010

Run

I give. What I really mean, is...I've given and I'm exhausted. I need an exit plan and

I need it now. It's been over a year and half since I had time to regain my energy

(5 days in Costa Rica) and it has further been eroded by the hypervigilence I've

been charged with since November of 2009. I'm afraid it's not a two hour break I

need either. No short term respite will help me find my inner strength and the 4-6

hours of sleep interrupted by a now traumatized and equally damaged Talia is not
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doing the trick anymore. I haven't been this close to running since before I was

married.

Many people who know me now couldn't even imagine from whence I came. I

hardly resemble the person I was until I was safe in the partnership I created by

marrying Craig.

When I was a little girl I moved the furniture a lot. It was my way of running away

from listening to my parents hating one another and being beaten for my

unwillingness to accept the role of mute little girl. In high school, I ran away in my

imagination, every single time I saw my mother crying, heard my fathers footsteps

with the leather belt, or felt fear when the boy that terrorized me would appear in

my first floor bedroom window. In college, I hopped from school to international

exchange programs to individuated programs allowing me to remove myself from

situations I found to be damaging to my psyche. In my early years in New York

City, I moved from apartment to apartment sometimes switch-hitting states from

NYC, to NJ, to CA at one point. For about 6 months one time, I had an apartment

in NYC and LA.I hopped relationships, jobs, cities, and personas.

It's not that I have always run from my problems. I don't run from the problem. I'm

a fixer, I work tirelessly to fix everything, but when, like this, the solution is not

within reach and my power is so sorely compromised that I am close to

imploding, it's the only mechanism I have to save myself. I guess, it's not that

unlike Ellie's determination to run into traffic when she is self loathing. But unlike

her, I don't feel depressed or like I want to end it all, I just need to save myself. Is

that selfish or is that self preservation?

I guess I can attribute my survival of my life's adversity to my "itchy feet" as my

dad warned my husband at on our wedding day nearly 13 years ago this summer.

That said, I am exhausted. I have spent the last seven years trying to fix the

unfixable. Now, my inability to find a solution has taken its toll not only on me but

on everyone in my household, creating a holistically dysfunctional setting that

breeds mental illness for all. My Talia, my tear drop from G-d, is a mess, raised

by her mentally ill sister while I watched. Jonah's anxiety, though palatable, is

tempered by his wit and brilliance. Talia, too young to know better, now mimics

her sister's behavior in oscar deserved proportions.

I am but mere white noise in an ocean loud with the momentum of waves. I am

nothing else here. I am not without optimism, ironically, though as I carry the hope

that someone else could do this all better. So much better than I have done.

The Ranch in Montana (Respite for FASD kids) doesn't have room for Ellie, the

state is still refusing to fund residential care for Ellie, the school is still saying she

is doing fantastic there and school ends next Friday for all three of them. Camp

for Jonah and Talia doesn't start for weeks. The thought of it all is from the frying

pan into the fire. I can't begin to try to help Talia until Ellie is safely placed

somewhere for her care.

Like a drunk readying to sit down in front of a bottle of scotch, I sat in the attic

staring at a suitcase today. I want to pack all of my dreams in it and run.

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 2010

Ellie's Psychiatrist is shooting Arrows at her Darkness

Today I took Ellie out of school early for her 6 week Psychiatrist's appointment.
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They are usually 8 weeks apart, but given her volatility and her personal attacks to

others these days, I was able to move the appointment up.

Today after a 5 minute report he readjusted her meds. I guess I felt it was

proactive, though he added a drug that she took unsuccessfully when she was 5

years old(Seroquel). After 5 days on it she became obsessed with death. Then,

though she talked about dying, she never actually verbalized intent or self directed

interest in suicide. She just became obsessed with anything relating to death.

That said, we pulled her off it cold turkey (against the suggestion of our

psychiatrist at the time to do it slowly) because the behavior scared us. Little did

we know what we would face just 3 short years later.

Today, the new formulation of Seroquel (XR) was suggested and I thought, what

the heck. I mean, can it get much worse than it is now? At least if she starts

verbalizing, the insurance will pay for a washout hospitalization and another drug

trial.

As awful as it sounds, it's clear that even at the adult doses she is on, the Abilify

is barely smoothing out the rough edges of her manic depression.

Still, though she cycled three times in the doctor's office, the school says they

see nothing odd or regressive in her behavior. It is crystal clear now that they are

just lying. Our attorney resigned our case this week because he represents the

therapeutic school's holding company and agrees he now has a conflict of

interest. When our fight to get her what she needs to stay alive became stymied

by their insistence that she is doing GREAT and is covered in their school, he told

us he would need to find us another attorney. That said, we are starting with a

new attorney and a new drug trial in the same week. That's a lot of change for a

transition challenged kid.

So, I got home tonight and did my research on side effects and found they were

no worse than the rest. I gave her the first dose and put her to bed, again and

again and again and again. Oops, maybe there is a side effect. What happened to

the FALLING ASLEEP ON THE FIRST ATTEMPT? Nikken magnetics don't fail me

now!

Then I fell upon this article, had a laugh, read it out loud to Craig and started

searching for a new Psychiatrist for her! I think this will be our 5th.

Excerpt from The Last Psychiatrist:

MY PSYCHIATRIST WANTS TO GIVE ME TWO ANTIPSYCHOTICS AT THE

SAME TIME. WHAT SHOULD I DO?

Undoubtedly, your first impulse will be to punch him in the testicles, but as you

know, the Kellogg-Briand pact (1928) expressly forbids this. However, it is notably

silent on the issue of voodoo/ shark attacks, which can be used with discretion.

"Abiliquel"-- taking Abilify and adding Seroquel-- is sheer idiocy of such

magnitude that even Eli Roth is repulsed. The first time someone told me what

Abiliquel was, the room became filled with the sounds of six guys screaming in

horrific pain, and that was because I was punching them in the testicles. Why not

just give him Motrin + Advil? Oh: "But I use it cleverly: I give 15mg of Abilify and

25mg of Seroquel. See?" I see. I see that you're bleeding from the testicles.

Guess why. You give 15mg Abilify-- that's acting as a D2 blocker. 25mg Seroquel

isn't even a D2 blocker, it's an H1 blocker, you're paying for an antipsychotic and

getting Benadryl. You say, "well, I know," (liar), "but I'm using the Abilify as an

antipsychotic and Seroquel as a sedative." But, Gwyneth, you could have gotten

the exact same effect by giving Abilify and Benadryl+trazodone-- which would be

cheaper, and safer; or giving simply 500mg Seroquel alone, which would have
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gotten you both antipsychotic effect and sedative effect, thus reducing the cost

by half, etc, etc. Remember that scene in the movie Hostel where Matthew

McConaughey gets bitten by a radioactive lab rat and transforms into an

immortal superhero?

Matthew McConaughey (Owen Wilson) proves there can be only one.

No? Do you know why? Because you knew better than to see that celluloid

atrocity. How come you didn't know better than to prescribe two antipsychotics at

once? You don't mix Zoloft and Paxil together, do you? Haldol and Prolixin?

Seriously, do you just make crap up as you go along, or do you have

pharmacological non-sequitors prepared in your Moleskine?

The same, by the way, goes for all you nutboxes who work in hospitals. If you

have a patient on, say, 10,000mg of Seroquel, and he goes into an ER and gets

indignant and flips a table over, and you inject him with 5mg of Haldol (90%

blockade), you think that 10,000mg of Seroquel is doing him any good as an

antipsychotic? I gots news for youse all: every time you prn (emergency dose)

someone with Haldol, their brain is only on Haldol. Any other antipsychotic you

give them that day is strictly a monetary gift to Big Pharma; you may as well

PayPal them $180 and spare the patient the exposure.

On second thought, you may as well PayPal me.

MONDAY, MAY 17, 2010

On the Attack!

No eloping this weekend. Instead, after a day with virtually no upheaval or

grandiose mood shifts, she physically attacked Craig's sister, the only person

brave enough and willing to come and babysit at our house so we can get a

break. Saturday night marked the first time in at least 6 months since we got out

to have dinner with friends. She began her intense meltdown as she realized we

were getting ready to go out and went completely off the wall when Auntie Kiki

arrived.

I had reluctantly confirmed with Kiki on Friday knowing she had a hernia operation

not two weeks before. She, being the trooper of all troopers however, confirmed

she would indeed be at our home to watch the kids so we could escape for a few

hours. Luckily, Talia's best friend called that afternoon and she was able to go

there for a few hours making the transition to Kiki easier, or so I had thought it

might be.

That said, bandages and all, Kiki walked into our house to the blood curdling

screams of Eliana and then experienced her wrath first hand. It made for good

video tape (as I explained I needed to videotape everything lately for protection

purposes)as the action was not directed at me, I could get a decent taping of

what was going on from a bit of a distance. Course, knowing Kiki had stitches and

a healing wound didn't help at all as Ellie lunged at her and hit her in the face with

her weak fists.

I don't know what turns my stomach more, being the victim of her wrath, or

watching someone else struggle with her...but certainly watching it later on

videotape is one of the most nauseating versions as then, when all is calm, it's

like plunging down a razor blade into a pool of alcohol. The screams alone give

credence to the true definition of madness.
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That said, it's Monday morning and she got up in a mood. She had that look and

was grunting and kicking before I was even out of bed as she came into my room

with bedhead. I haven't watched the tape nor quite know for whom I am taping it,

other than the throngs of people who so far, seem not to believe what is going on

in our home.

Jonah asked me this weekend, "Mama, why doesn't anyone else care about Ellie?

Why won't anyone else help her?"

I told him that his question is a good one and one I can't answer. I asked him if he

would write about it so I could post it here and present it at our year-end IEP

review meeting and he said he would. I am excited as he is my guru in many

ways and his insights are deep and meaningful. One of my few joys is knowing

who I am on this road with, Jonah and Talia (while desperately affected by the

trauma) are very bright and insightful little teachers.
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